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SentinelOne
SentinelOne Endpoint
Protection Platform (EPP)
enables enterprises for the first
time to deploy next-generation
endpoint security and replace
anti-virus while ensuring that
industry and government
regulatory requirements are
met. SentinelOne EPP is the
only next-generation platform
to be certified by AV-TEST to
meet regulatory requirements
for anti-virus protection.
Unlike signature-based security techniques and sandbox
technologies that emulate
endpoint devices, SentinelOne
dynamically tracks each
newly-created process on a
machine through its lifecycle to
prevent malware from evading
detection. This breakthrough
defends against zero-day
malware, advanced exploits,
and government-grade malware
that uses polymorphic evasion
techniques which can bypass
traditional security methods.
SentinelOne EPP integrates
prevention, detection, mitiga-

tion, remediation and forensics
for desktops, laptops, tablets,
smartphones, VDI, physical
and virtual servers, embedded
systems like PoS, and critical
infrastructure like SCADA.
Advanced malware can
evade signature-based solutions
and detect the presence of
emulation-based sandbox technologies. Current approaches
to endpoint security leave organizations exposed. SentinelOne
is the only next-generation
endpoint security solution that
is certified to replace anti-virus,
while also detecting advanced
malware, including zero-day
variants. SentinelOne proved
this in a recent SC Magazine
product test where the banking
trojan Zbot was altered, rendering it undetectable to other
solutions; SentinelOne not only
caught it, but then protected all
devices against this new strain,
providing autoimmune protection against zero-day threats.
Further, SentinelOne’s dynamic
exploit protection detects
and prevents application and
memorybased exploits without
relying on static measures.

Cyphort
Since exiting the stealth
mode in February 2014,
Cyphort has seen tremendous
quarter over quarter growth,
beating expectations each
quarter. Since February 2014
the company has grown 300
percent in size, and has won
awards and accolades from
publications including
SC Magazine’s Rookie Security
Company of the year 2015.
The company is committed
to providing customers with an
excellent experience and ensuring their long-term success.
Its dedicated support team
boasts impressive security and
networking expertise, gained
through hands-on interaction
with large-scale security operations in diverse environments.
Cyphort is constantly
researching current threats and
monitoring how they are evolving so that they can provide the
most comprehensive protection
available. The roadmap entails
broadening the ability to detect
threats from external sources,

to include internal sources and
provide a combined threat
detection platform that encompasses multiple components
within a single pain of glass.
Additional development is underway to optimize flexibility of
deployments, allowing customers to use not only virtualized
compute environments, but
cloud environments, ensuring
scalability is available without
the need to provision on-premise hardware for customers that
are embracing the elasticity
capabilities of cloud providers.
Cyphort differentiates itself
in various ways providing the
best possible security solution, giving customers overall
advantages in leveraging the
investment they have already
made in their existing security
infrastructure (firewalls, web
proxies, IPS/IDS etc). By
integrating both internet-threat
defense with lateral spread
detection, ease of deployment
and threat prioritization, customers receive the highest level
of protection and return on
investment while maximizing
traditional security investments.
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• Bay Dynamic for Risk Fabric

• Cisco for Cisco’s AMP Threat Grid

• CipherCloud for CipherCloud Platform

• Cyphort for Cyphort Advanced Threat Defense Platform 3.3

• SentinelOne for SentinelOne Endpoint Protection Platform

• Digital Shadows for Digital Shadows SearchLight

• Soltra for Soltra Edge

• Palo Alto Networks for Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Security
Platform

• Twistlock for Container Security

• Skyhigh Networks for Skyhigh Cloud Security Manager
SEE FULL ARTICLE HERE
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